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96% 22
votes

0% 0
votes

4% 1 vote

Allocated time for talk is 50 
minutes, for a 30 minutes talk. 

Is this 30/50 ratio ok ?

Yes, I would not 
change it

I would prefer a 
smaller ratio, like 
30/60 or 25/50 
(more time for 
discussion)

I would prefer a 
bigger ratio, like 
40/50 (less time 
for discussion, 
more for the 
speaker)
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67% 16
votes

13% 3
votes

21% 5
votes

We have had 6 talks per day

That's ok. Good 
balance

Only 4 or 5 
would give us 
more time for 
discussion

We could 
increase even to 
seven per day
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17% 4
votes

8% 2
votes

75% 18
votes

0% 0
votes

We try to cover several topics 
of Green's function active 

developments (and 
applications).

I would prefer a 
wider variety of 
topics

I would prefer 
less topics with 
more talks 
devoted to them

More or less ok

There should be 
only topic per 
event to focus 
more on a 
subject (more 
like a workshop)
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71% 17
votes

21% 5
votes

8% 2
votes

This event lasts 3 days.

3 days is an 
ideal duration

One day more 
would be 
welcome

Two or two and 
a half days 
would be 
enough
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13% 3
votes

83% 20
votes

4% 1 vote

Distribution of the three days 
or workshop

3 full days on a 
row

through 4 days: 
1/2 day, 2 full 
days, 1/2 day 
(this event)

through 4 days: 
2 full day, 1/2 
day + free time, 
1/2 day
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67% 16
votes

25% 6
votes

8% 2
votes

0% 0
votes

How frequently this workshop 
should be organized ?

Every 2 years 
(actual 
frequence)

Tentatively more 
frequently (every 
year or every 18 
months)

Even every 3 
years would be 
enough

Never again
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Rate the following elements 
from 0 (disagree) to 5 

(de�nitely agree)

Logistic is well organized 4.8 5

Wi� is good 4.7 5

The speakers were
amazingly good 4.5 5

The location of the hotel
is ideal 3 5

Hotel is comfortable 4 5

Social dinner was good 4.6 5
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GWINTERESTINGMUZZLEVALERIO FRIENDLY
USEFUL

STIMULATING

FUNNY

DISCUSSION

INSPIRING AMAZING

HELPFULGWGWGWGW

INFORMALINFORMAL

OPENOPEN

EYE-OPENINGEYE-OPENING

USEFULLUSEFULL

++++++WELCOMEWELCOME

PROPAGATINGPROPAGATING IMPRESSIVEIMPRESSIVEWHOOOOWHOOOO

FAVOURSFAVOURS

HIGH-LEVELHIGH-LEVEL

ATMOSPHEREATMOSPHERE
CONSTRUCTIVECONSTRUCTIVE

AAAAAAAAAAAA

Please, choose an adjective 
for this workshop
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1 Program (topics,speakers)

Your suggestion for a future 
better event

put booklet on planify

what about the beers?!

Contribution of new algorithm

Beer at the poster session

no ibiza!

continue to organize it at Cecam

Next time Ibiza

Force all people to bring a poster

less strong correlation

Decide a topic which is the focus for each edition

Some devoted pedological talks.

IINVITE A LOCAL PEOPLE OF LAUSANNE
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2 Format (timings, # talks, repartition)

3 Logistic (location, dinner, breaks, hotel)

Collect & make available 
speakers' presentations

where are ADC techniques ?

It would be good, if the discussions could be moderated better, as they 
can become tedious.

put some open questions up in the beginning

more non-European speakers

more strong correlations

Invite an experimentalists ?

More Room for younger students?

Format is perfect as it is

Collect also poster abstracts somewhere

Stronger moderation

"continuous" Coffee break is wornderful
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